
HR IS NOT FOR HR 

HR is not for HR.  HR is for the Organization.  With exception of those people 
who work in the HR Department, the HR Professional does not manage people.  
It is the Line Managers who manage people.  However, it is the HR Professional 
who should facilitate the management of people by putting in place the 
requisite HR policies that add value to the Organization, and by providing 
support to business leaders and managers in a way that will enhance employee 
engagement and productivity.  This means that the HR Professional needs to 
have an extensive understanding of business administration and management, 
not just of HR, if they are to comprehend the Context of Work (the way in 
which the organization operates) and put in place a HR Strategy that will 
support the Value Chain (working back from the Customer).  A former chief 
talent officer at the Apple Corporation once said ‘HR is the least impressive 
group of people I’ve come across’.  He then went on to criticise HR 
professionals for their inability to add value.  Was he right? 
 
Well, in one way yes, in another, no.  Much of this comes down to the culture 
in an organization.  A company’s culture should be defined by its desired 
external brand or identity.  Culture can be shaped by attitudes and behaviours 
whilst setting an agenda for what should be encouraged, discouraged, 
accepted or rejected and so it needs to be aligned to values, drivers and needs.  
The ‘right culture’ for one organization may not be right for another.  Whilst I 
do not hold Steve Jobs’ leadership style in high esteem, he was able to create 
revolutionary technologies and the Apple Brand reflects the innovation and 
creativity of his technical people.  He created the ‘right’ culture in which they 
could develop innovative technology whilst also developing themselves.  
Unfortunately, he did not create the ‘right’ culture for those outside of the 
technology departments.  He had little time for HR professionals and failed to 
realise that it is HR that can leverage culture by ensuring that people feel, think 
and act consistent with the promises made to customers and other key 
stakeholders.  Whilst the product produced by Apple more than met the 
expectations of its’ customers, customer service failed to attain the same high 
standard.  With the more recent competition brought about by the 
advancement of android technologies, this was never going to be sustainable, 
and yet, I still see organizations failing to add value through their HR strategy. 
 
One area of concern is the practice of limiting employee engagement to the 
work undertaken by an individual and the department in which they work.  The 
employee needs to have an understanding of the Value Chain and of how 
inter-departmental interactions support it.  Recent visits to organizations have 



highlighted a failure of employees to collaborate across differing departments 
which, in turn, has resulted in a failure of the Company to meet customer 
expectations.  This failure often results in the organization haemorrhaging 
money due to costly mistakes being made and/or a loss in market share. 
Another failing is in the way in which HR Strategy is formulated. 
 
I get the feeling that the concept of a HR Business Partner, as formulated by 
Dave Ulrich, has been somewhat misconstrued.  I am still seeing cases where, 
at best, the Business Plan is handed to the HR Professional after it has been 
written; thereby expecting the HR Professional to interpret the HR needs after 
the planning event has taken place.  This can often result in misinterpretation.  
At worst, the HR Professional has not seen the Business Plan at all and has had 
to react to change rather than being proactive at the planning stage.  Including 
the HR Professional as a member of the planning team can have the following 
advantages:  The HR Professional will have first hand knowledge of the inter-
departmental interactions that have helped to forge the Business Plan; other 
heads of department can have an input into the formulation of the HR Strategy 
– thereby having greater trust that it will meet their needs.  Provided that the 
goals that have been set by the planners are linked to the Value Chain, then by 
incorporating the HR Strategy into the Business Plan against each individual 
goal, the HR Strategy will also be linked in the same way.  There is another 
advantage to the linking of the HR Strategy to organizational goals in that, 
when the organizational goals are reviewed the HR Strategy can be easily 
reviewed at the same time; thereby making the process more agile to change.  
Taking everything into account, the ultimate test will be ‘does HR add value?’. 
 
Until such time as we have holistic IT systems, much of the information 
required to determine if the HR strategies that have been put in place are 
working, will be found in other departments.  It is therefore crucial that HR 
Professionals visit these departments on a regular basis in order to assess what 
is, and what is not, working.  The earlier that a problem is highlighted the 
easier it is for the problem to be rectified (in most cases).  Once digitalisation 
has progressed to a point whereby IT systems are holistic, the HR Professional 
will be required to analyse a great deal more data from across the 
Organization.  Again, the HR professional will need to be well versed in all 
aspects of business management, as well as having an in-depth knowledge of 
the Value Chain and the inter-departmental interactions that support it, if s/he 
is to make best use of the data that is made available and to use this data to 
bring about change in people management processes that will add value for all 
stakeholders (both internal and external).   



 
In answer to the question I posed earlier with regard to whether the former 
chief talent officer at the Apple Corporation was right in his scathing attack on 
HR professionals:  Part of the problem seems to have been brought about by 
Senior Managers who have seen HR as purely a support function.  At an 
operational and transactional level this may well be the case, but not at a 
strategic level.  It would also appear that professional HR institutions have, in 
the past, based much of their training syllabus purely on HR when, in fact, 
there is a need for a much wider understanding of the workings of a business 
and of how HR can really make a positive impact on the Value Chain.   
 
 
 
   
 
   


